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St. George, UT -- It was a pretty easy going first day of 
practice for the 2nd Annual Paradise Bowl, as the 
Midwest got in a full session, while the West spent most 
of their time getting coordinated. In fact, the West 
defense did a 30 minute walk through, and the offense 
followed with the same, but both sides will be in full pads 
for the next two days. The NFL scouts are anxious to 
see the over 100 prospects get down to business. "(I) 
saw 4-5 guys on the Midwest I really want to see... and 
from the West roster there should be a few standouts, as 
well," stated one AFC scout in attendance. The Paradise 
Bowl, which is just in its second year, has proven that it 
has taken a few positive steps forward and over the next 
five days the game officials plan to show even more of 
that. 
 
MIDWEST REPORT:  
 
(10) Jones -- Accurate passer... average arm strength... 
floats his deep ball... better mobility than advertised... 
had a very productive senior campaign... could work in a 
short -to-intermediate style attack... good decision 
maker... players seem to like him... passed for 3,446 
yards and rushed for 414 yards this season... 
 
(17) Romo -- Moves well... has a good arm... can throw 
all the routes... not as big as his size indicates... 6-2, 227 
pounds... clearly the best quarterback in attendance... a 
big week here... and solid future workouts will push him 
into the mid-rounds of the draft... 
 
(5) Dunn -- Not showing a lot of touch on his passes... 
taps ball while he drops back into the pocket... throws off 
his back foot too often... the fact that he did not play as 
much this year... has hurt him... he had showed a few 
flashes during his junior season... 
 
(28) Harris -- Ran good routes... showed quick feet... 
looks fresh... not rusty... can't wait to strap on the pads 
tomorrow... anxious to impress scouts... had several 
teams approaching him for more info today...  
 
(3) Collins -- His speed and ability to break long gains 
was talked about by several Big 12 prospects... scotus 
are interested to see how he reacts with the pads on 
tomorrow... and if he can dominate on Saturday... 
 
(4) Lowe -- Quick... versatile back... great attitude... will 
be tried at return man, running back... and teams are 
also eyeing his ability to catch... claims that his 40-time 
will be much better than the estimated 4.65 range from 
last spring... 
 
(80) Kircus -- Looked a little rusty and tentative... had 
two drops... loosened up during the second half of 
practice... teams want to see if he can gain separation... 
and get off the line versus press coverage... will also 
need to prove that he can return kicks/punts...  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
"Live" coverage from the 2nd 
Annual Paradise Bowl... Day 
One of practices for both 
squads

Hofstra #28 RB 
Arlen Harris goes in 
motion to the flat, as 
Toledo #10 QB Brian 
Jones drops back 
into the pocket

William Penn #55 LB 
Dru Grigson 
prepares for goal line 
defense during the 
Midwest Team's first 
practice
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(11) Lewis -- Small lower body and legs... quick in the 
open field... had a few drops... ha(d trouble getting 
separation... gets bumped around on deep routes... 
good-looking athlete that seems like he can become a 
vertical threat with more technique work at receiver... 
 
(82) Minor -- Made a terrific long catch in team drills... 
has his right groin wrapped... working hard through it...  
 
(86) Collins -- Pass-catching tight end... will also be the 
Midwest deep snapper... his timed snaps were anywhere 
from .72-to-.91 today... will be closely evaluated 
Tuesday and Wednesday... scouts have had a hard time 
finding quality snappers in any of the previous all-star 
games... 
 
(66) Brandt -- Can play OG, OT and deep snap... had 
some brisk snaps after practice, while working with 
McNicholas... he is a little bit bigger than most team's 
like for a deep snapper... but can also be a valuable 
backup lineman...  
 
(65) Barnett --- Only 300 pounds... but needs 
conditioning... underachiever label from some scouts... 
moves his feet well... has big hands... could improve with 
some work... upper-body strength needs work...  
 
(58) Grigsby -- Quick off the ball... got around several 
OT's during the morning practice... has bulked up... 
came in at a solid 251 pounds... looks like he can go to 
260-265... without losing any speed/quickness... could 
be a productive situational pass rusher... 
 
(96) Terry and (91) Lowe -- Are both plugs... Terry was 
6-2, 343 pounds... Lowe came in at 6-1, 312 pounds... 
Lowe is quicker off the ball... Terry is a beast at the point 
of attack... if he sheds some weight down to the 325-
pound range... he could be a handful... Lowe makes 
some good plays... if he turns it up a notch he could be 
an effective role player... 
 
(23) Sowells -- Playing both safety and cornerback... 
won a pair of deep 1-on-1 matchups... athletic defender 
that jumped on the scene this year... JC transfer... 
smart... has very good special teams potential... worth 
keeping an eye on when the pads go on tomorrow... 
 
(39) Goss -- Very quick... fast to the ball... has very good 
makeup speed... short... but fiesty... will also be used on 
special teams as a punt returner... seen by most as a 
nickel back with upside as a special teams demon... 
 
(13) Boone, (18) Bowen, (55) Grigson had the best body 
types at the morning weigh-ins... (89) Brown had a very 
good physique at 6-5, 299 pounds...  
 
(47) Hoambrecker -- Good leg on kickoffs... will try field 
goals on Tuesday and Wednesday... came in at 6-0, 205 
pounds... team had a kickoff specialist... so he will be 
able to raise his stock if he proves his leg strength is up 
to the task...  
 
(19) McNicholas -- sparatic early... some really good 
hang time on his later punts... will punt officially the next 
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two days... he is a good-sized prospect at 244 pounds... 
has a strong leg... but scouts want to see if he can be a 
directional kicker this week... 
 
WEST REPORT:  
 
(13) Fuentes will get every chance to prove why he was 
a record-setting QB at Utah State... (8) Gladwell and 
(12) Paus both missed time for different reasons this 
season, so Fuentes should get a bulk of the snaps this 
week... 
 
The top offensive weapons for the West should be (6) 
Lewis, who was Idaho's leading rusher... (16) Hankton, a 
top-flight Division I-AA receiver... (83) Oliva, who 
recently was named Offensive MVP of the Cactus 
Bowl... and (11) Pauley, a smallish receiver with 
exceptional potential as a return man... UNLV tight end 
DeJhown Mandley was a late addition to the game... he 
came in at 6-foot-2 1/2, 250 pounds... 
 
Both sides of the line have a few potential standout 
prospects... (75) Jackson was an All-Sun Belt selection 
over the past two years... (78) Schey is 6-6, 324 
pounds... he will get a long look at right tackle this 
week... could be a priority free agent with a solid week... 
(69) Wilson had some moments with USC... but was 
never able to put it altogether... versatile lineman that 
can play guard or tackle... fits best inside at the pro 
level... Defensively... the top prospects include local 
favorite (93) Smith, who was the Utes top defensive 
lineman the past two years... (99) Phillips has intriguing 
size at 6-3 1/2, 298 pounds... when the pads go on 
tomorrow it will interesting to see what he can do... (98) 
Watson is a Division III All-American that plans to show 
he can rush the passer against a higher level of 
competition... he came in at 6-foot-2, 282 pounds...  
 
(43) Murphy is getting a look at outside linebacker... after 
playing most of his downs at DE and DT in college... he 
was 6-2 1/2, 268 pounds at today's weigh-in... over top 
defenders on the West roster include... (31) Nelson... a 
good-sized cornerback with 4.4 speed... (28) Celestine, 
a savvy defender who is will get graded at both safety 
spots... (3) Young, a Division I-AA playmaker... with a 
well-built 5-foot -10, 194-pound frame... and (5) Jarrett... 
who at 5-foot-10, 192 pounds... could be the "Sleeper" 
defender of the week on both sides... he is an 
experienced defender that finished as one of Cal-Poly's 
top all-time leading interceptors...
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